COMMUNIQUE

ADDITIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS BASED ON MERIT AND SOCIAL CRITERIA 2023

A Communiqué was issued on 04 April 2023 inviting applications for the award of 24 scholarships under the Additional Scholarships Scheme based on Merit and Social Criteria.

A selection exercise has been carried out by the Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education Science and Technology in collaboration with the Ministry of Social Integration, Social Security and National Solidarity in accordance with the provisions of the Education (Amendment) Regulations, 2013, as subsequently amended.

With regard to the scholarships awarded to Rodriguan candidates, the selection exercise has been conducted by the Rodrigues Regional Assembly.

The following candidates have been awarded scholarships under the two Schemes, respectively, in the light of their eligibility based on merit and social criteria.

(a) 16 Additional Scholarships Scheme

16 Additional Scholarships, based on merit and social criteria, have been awarded, as hereunder, to students ranked among the first 500 of the Cambridge Assessment International Education Scholarship Rank Orders or the Merit List of Rodrigues, as appropriate, and whose total income of parents does not exceed, in the aggregate, Rs 18,000 per month.

Name of selected candidates:

SCIENCE SIDE

BOYS

1. Mr BHIMA Shirish - College du Saint Esprit
2. Mr RAMLAL Sanish Coomar - Emmanuel Anquetil State Secondary School
3. Mr SEEBURN Parvesh Kumar - Imperial College

GIRLS

1. Miss MOORADUN Aliyah Bibi Aïcha - Loreto College Curepipe
2. Miss GOOKHUL Bibi Fatimah Zuhayra - Queen Elizabeth College
3. Miss JOYPAUL Vivashi - Queen Elizabeth College
**ECONOMICS SIDE**

**BOYS**

1. Mr PERBHOO Mahir - Sookdeo Bissoondoyal State College

2. Mr HURRY Yashil - Sir Leckraz Teelock State Secondary School

**GIRLS**

1. Miss CHAYTEE Rukshita - Droopnath Ramphul State College

2. Miss JOHUR Aïsha Hanna Madiha - Dr Maurice Curé State College

**ARTS SIDE**

**GIRLS**

1. Miss MUHOBUTH Wadiiah Sharfa Nazahah - Pailles State Secondary School

**TECHNICAL SIDE**

**BOY**

1. Mr BHEECHOOK Divyesh - Royal College Curepipe

**CANDIDATES NOMINATED AGAINST VACANT SLOTS**

1. Miss MEETOOA Bibi Hannia - Dr Maurice Curé State College

2. Mr NOHUR Muhammad Hassan Ali - Piton State College

**RODRIGUES**

**BOY**

1. Mr EDOUARD Daris Lorian - Rodrigues College

**GIRL**

1. Miss COLLET Marie Jocelyna - Ananias André Le Chou College
8 Additional Scholarships Scheme based on Merit and Social Criteria

5 Additional Scholarships under the above scheme have been awarded to students based on the results of the Cambridge Higher School Certificate Examinations (2022) and whose total income of parents does not exceed, in the aggregate, Rs 10,200 per month.

**BOYS**

1. Mr BEEHAREE Vashisth - Sookdeo Bissoondoyal State College

**GIRLS**

1. Miss MOOTHOOSAMY Kirtigai - Forest Side State Secondary School (Girls)
2. Miss MOREL Sanya Doshiana - Loreto College Curepipe
3. Miss DULMEER Bibi Shabnoor Fatimah - Dr Maurice Curé State College
4. Miss ROHIMON Shabreen Bibi - Droopnath Ramphul State College
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